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ABSTRACT 
Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy (MSBP) is a term given to a situation which presents 
criteria for both Pediatric Condition Falsification (PCF) and factitious disorder by proxy 
(FDP). According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-IV text 
revision (DSM-IV-TR), in child abuse cases where FDP is a result of PCF, then the 
nomenclature, MSBP, can be used interchangeably to describe such an event. Currently, 
in a situation that is diagnosed as Factitious Disorder by Proxy, the perpetrator of such an 
event is diagnosed as having Factitious Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (FD-NOS). An 
obvious issue stemming from this is the confusion over what should be diagnosed and 
remedied, i.e., the situation, the perpetrator, and/or the victim. Due to the convoluted and 
often controversial definition of such an event, as well as the criteria for diagnosis, it is 
proposed here that a new definition be adopted to explain this form of child abuse. With 
this novel definition, the symptoms of this psychological disorder of the perpetrator are 
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observed in the victim. Under this new definition, the psychiatric term "Factitious 
Disorder by Proxy" would be used as a mental diagnosis of the caregiver, wherein the 
symptoms manifest in that of the victim. Additionally, an addendum to the type of 
symptoms exhibited in the child is proposed to include that of the exacerbation of 
symptoms in children with valid pre-existing conditions. An extensive literature review 
was performed to support the proposal for changing the criteria and diagnosis of FDP in 
the DSM. The implications of this change would greatly benefit not only the psychiatric, 
medical, and legal realm, but the forensic community as well. 
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Introduction 
Munchausen syndrome by proxy (MSBP) is an extreme form of child abuse that 
is difficult to identify and even more difficult to diagnose. This matter is further 
complicated by the entanglement of terms, often used interchangeably to address both the 
act and the perpetrator. According to Feldman et al., Munchausen' s syndrome by proxy 
is the feigning or fabricating of illnesses, physical or mental, by a caregiver to a child [1]. 
Closely related to this syndrome, is pediatric condition falsification [2]. Described by 
DSM-IV-TR, it is the act of creating or exaggerating falsified symptoms of a child by the 
child's primary caretaker. This often leads to a diagnosis of Factitious Disorder Not 
Otherwise Specified (FD-NOS) for the caretaker [3]. Factitious Disorder is characterized 
as the feigning of symptoms in oneself for the purpose of gaining or seeking attention by 
assuming a sick role. Table 1 illustrates the spectrum of disorders, described by DSM-
IV-TR, wherein the disorder's main component is that of feigning or producing harm in 
one's self. Malingering differs from Factitious disorder, in that the motivation for 
symptom production is an external incentive, such as monetary gain [4]. 
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Table 1: Comparison of Self-Harm Disorders 
Essential Differential of Factitious Disorder, Malingering, and Conversion 
Disorder Production Motivation 
Malingering Conscious Conscious 
Factitious Disorder Conscious Unconscious 
Conversion Unconscious Unconscious 
Adapted from K. Jaghab et al. "Munchausen's syndrome and other factitious disorders in 
children- case series and literature review." Psychiatry, March 2006. [4] 
The term 'by proxy' is used in cases where the harm produced is in that of another 
person, usually a child or elder, under the care of an adult. In this circumstance, the 
caretaker feigns symptoms in the child for the purpose of attention seeking [5]. Figure 1 
illustrates the degree of parental response to a child's well-being and the desire to consult 
medical professionals. A low ability to distinguish the child's needs from their own 
coupled with a high desire to seek attention and empathy from the medical community 
crosses into the realm of MSBP [6]. 
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Figure 1: Spectrum of Parental Behavior 
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Adapted from S.J. Denny et al. "Epidemiology of Munchausen syndrome by 
proxy in New Zealand." J. Paediatr. Child Health 37, 2001. [6] 
Munchausen's syndrome by proxy was first described by Dr. Roy Meadow, a 
pediatric nephrologist, in 1977. Dr. Meadow observed characteristics synonymous with 
this specialized form of child abuse and summarized clinical presentations in which he 
observed these characteristics. There are still no universally accepted diagnostic criteria 
for MSBP. However, the first documented study on the topic was performed by 
Rosenberg in 1987. It was then that she, with the aid of Dr. Meadow, compiled a set of 
recurrent signs with which to look for in the cases studied [7]. Table 2 contains the 
criteria with which Rosenberg originally defined MSBP. 
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Table 2: Diagnostic Criteria for MSBP, as defined by Rosenberg and Meadows 
1. lllness in a child which is simulated (faked) and/or produced by a parent or by 
someone who is in loco parentis; 
2. Presentation of the child for medical assessment and care, usually persistently, 
often resulting in multiple medical procedures; 
3. Denial of knowledge by the perpetrator as to the etiology of the child's illness 
(at least before the deception is discovered); and 
4. Acute symptoms and signs of the child abate when the child is separate from 
the perpetrator. 
Adapted from D.A. Rosenberg. "Munchausen syndrome by proxy: medical diagnostic 
criteria." Child Abuse & Neglect 27 (2003). [7] 
Despite the lack of universally accepted diagnostic criteria for MSBP, many in 
the health and mental field use the nomenclature interchangeably with Pediatric condition 
falsification and Factitious disorder by proxy, which has a set of four criteria, developed 
by the DSM-IV-TR, observable in suspected cases, as noted in Table 3. 
Table 3: Research Criteria for Factitious Disorder by Proxy 
A. Intentional production or feigning of physical or psychological signs or 
symptoms in another person who is under the individual's care. 
B. The motivation for the perpetrator's behavior is to assume the sick role 
by proxy. 
C. External incentives for the behavior (such as economic gain) are 
absent. 
D. The behavior is not better accounted for by another mental disorder. 
Adapted from the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition. [3] . 
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Controversy 
While the severity of this type of abuse is obvious, what complicates matters is 
not only nomenclature, but intent as well as the degree of observable symptoms in 
suspected cases. The diagnosis of PCF identifies that the intent of the caregiver is not to 
provide proper love and care to a sick child, but to gain a relationship with the medical 
community [2]. The caregiver is often well versed in medical terminology, emulates an 
abundance of concern for the sick child, and is willing to and even excessively supports 
any invasive procedure or plan of action for finding the root cause of the illness [8]. 
Table 4 shows a number of factors that serve as red flag criteria when an illness is 
suspected to be factitious. 
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Table 4: Factors That Raise the Possibility That the lllness is Factitious 
• Reluctance by the caregiver to allow healthcare professionals to meet with or 
talk to family members, friends, and prior healthcare providers 
• Dramatic or atypical presentation 
• Vague and inconsistent details, although possibly plausible on the surface 
• Long medical record with multiple admissions at various hospitals in different 
cities 
• Knowledge of textbook descriptions of illness 
• Admission circumstances that do not conform to an identifiable medical or 
mental disorder 
• An unusual grasp of medical terminology 
• Employment in a medically related field 
• Pseudologia fantastica 
• Presentation in the emergency department during times when obtaining old 
medical records is hampered or when experienced staff are less likely to be 
present (e.g., holidays, late Friday afternoons) 
• Acceptance, with equanimity, of the discomfort and risk of diagnostic 
procedures for child 
• Acceptance, with equanimity, of the discomfort and risk of surgery for child 
• Symptoms or behaviors only present when the patient is being observed 
• Controlling, hostile, angry, disruptive, or attention-seeking behavior by 
caregiver during patient hospitalization 
• Fluctuating clinical course, including rapid development of complications or a 
new pathology if the initial workup findings prove negative 
• Multiple surgical scars or a gridiron abdomen, indicating a chronic form of 
FDP, or with evidence of induced physical signs 
Adapted from K. Jaghab et al. "Munchausen's syndrome and other factitious disorders in 
children-case series and literature review." Psychiatry (March 2006). [4] 
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A principal reason for controversy in existing literature is whether cases are 
properly identified as MSBP, or whether the medical community has begun a harmful 
and unnecessary blitzkrieg targeted against mothers [9]. Because much of the literature 
focuses attention on intent, pre-conceived prejudice, and nomenclature discrepancy, we 
seem to be losing focus on what should be the top priority. This, ultimately, is the 
responsibility of society to protect its children. 
This thesis proposes that by redefining how and what is being diagnosed, we can 
readjust focus to protect children that are victims of this abuse and help prevent future 
occurrence. In this study, an extensive literature review was performed on both 
retrospective case studies of confirmed cases of MSBP, as well as studies addressing the 
nomenclature and criteria for abuse. Specifically, it is proposed in this study that the 
DSM-IV-TR change Factitious disorder by proxy to a diagnosis to address the mental 
disorder in the caregiver. When a: diagnosis of Factitious disorder by proxy is given, the 
caregiver is labeled with this mental disorder, whereby the signs and symptoms of the 
disease manifest in the victim. For example, if it were suspected that a child was a victim 
of MSBP, and investigative measures confirmed this suspicion, then the occurrence of 
abuse (termed an 'event') would obtain the label of Factitious disorder by proxy. 
Additionally, the perpetrator of the abuse would also be labeled with a psychological 
diagnosis of Factitious disorder by proxy. The adoption of this methodology would aid in 
crosslinking the perpetrator to the abuse to the victim. This is necessary, as the victim 
suffers from the abuse at the hands of a perpetrator who suffers from the disorder, and 
both must be addressed. The adaptation of this diagnosis would do away with the term 
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"Munchausen's syndrome by proxy", which is antiquated in its etymology, and causes 
general confusion in the scientific community when it is used interchangeably in the 
literature. While the adoption of this new terminology addresses the psychiatric state of 
the perpetrator, it would also allow the medical realm, psychiatric community, as well as 
the forensic community to identify that the victim of the person afflicted by this disorder 
is actually a vessel, by which the symptoms are identified. 
Additionally, this thesis proposes that the DSM-IV-TR recognize a third form of 
abuse in cases of Factitious disorder by proxy. Currently, symptoms are described as 
being feigned or produced by the caregiver. A third type, the exacerbation of symptoms 
in a child with a pre-existing condition, would be recognized and differentiated from 
symptoms presented due to neglect. 
The data for this study was collected from 41 articles, which covered 658 
confirmed cases of MSBP. In the results section, these cases were analyzed and divided 
into specialized categories including; the characteristics of symptomology, the 
differentiation between SIDS and MSBP, cases covering the ranges of systems which 
symptoms can occur (nervous, renal, respiratory, etc.), fatality rates, prevalence of sibling 
victims, characteristics of the perpetrator, and principal issues regarding nomenclature 
addressed in the literature. The relationship between the mental history of caregiver and 
the propensity for MSBP is also observed; the literature here supports the claim that 
MSBP is not an isolated occurrence, and caregivers are oftentimes repeat offenders when 
mental condition and treatment is not addressed (i.e. siblings of victims of MSBP.) 
Finally, the adaptations of the proposed changes to diagnosis are applied to existing 
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cases, and predicted outcome is discussed. For the purpose of this study, the author would 
like to clarify that the term Munchausen's syndrome by proxy is used in the text to 
address the disorder as it is currently defined by the scientific community. To avoid 
confusion, the abuse observed in these cases is referred to in the text as MSBP, except in 
areas where nomenclature is specifically compared and discussed. 
Materials and Methods 
An extensive literature review on relevant data was performed using search 
engines Pubmed and Google Scholar through the Boston University Medical Center 
Alumni Medical Library. Search topics included: pediatric condition falsification, 
Munchausen's syndrome by proxy, factitious disorder and factitious disorder by proxy. 
Articles with opposing views on topics such as nomenclature or utilized criteria were 
used, with both opinions included in this text. Due to the scarcity of well documented 
retrospective studies in the literature, studies performed outside of the United States were 
also included in this study, so as to add to the robustness of the data analysis. Simple 
descriptive statistics were implemented to summarize the data. The DSM-VI-TR was 
heavily utilized in this manuscript, as this study's main focus is to call for a revision to 
the currently accepted nomenclature in the most recent edition of the DSM -IV-TR. 
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Results 
Symptomology Analysis 
In order to gain an understanding of the pattern and epidemiology of confirmed 
cases, we must look at symptomological trends. Of the 658 cases identified in the 
literature, 751 individuals were found to be victims of MSBP. This is due to cases 
involving more than one victim, such as the occurrence of victim siblings under the care 
of a person afflicted by MSBP. Of 658 cases reviewed, 230 cases (34.95%) involved 
children with one or more siblings who exhibited similar suspicious symptoms or died 
due to complications from induced symptoms from the caregiver. The fatality rate, out of 
751 individuals was found to be 52(6.92%). Sibling mortality rates were not included in 
the data analysis as some of the literature, while accounting for sibling death, did not 
discern whether the death was due to MSBP complication or natural causes. Healthy 
siblings were also not considered for the purpose of this study. There was found to be a 
higher mmtality rate among cases where physical (PHY) symptoms were induced rather 
than psychological (PSY) symptoms. 
A retrospective study in Japan found a 12.5% higher mortality incidence rate 
among children with physically induced symptoms. Of 21 confirmed cases reported in 
this study, 5 presented symptoms of psychological origin, while the remaining were of 
physiological manifestation [11]. Table 5 is an excerpt from this study comparing life-
threatening danger. As presented in this table, of 16 cases presenting physiological 
symptoms (PHY), 2 resulted in the death of the child, 5 were found to have symptoms 
that were life-threatening, 7 cases presented symptoms that were possibly life-
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threatening, and 2 were did not have life-threatening symptoms. In contrast, of the 5 
cases with predominantly psychological symptoms (PSY), none of the cases resulted in 
death or were found to contain any degree of life-threatening danger to the child. 
Table 5: Characteristics of Medical Severity 
Characteristics PHY n (%) PSY n (%) p 
Existence of life-threatening danger 
Death 2 (12.5) 0 (0) 0.003 
Yes 5 (31.3) 0 (0) 
Possible 7 (43.8) 0 (0) 
No 2 (12.5) 5 (100) 
Adapted from T. Fujiwara et al. "Differences of Munchausen syndrome by proxy 
according to predominant symptoms in Japan." Pediatrics International 50 (2008). [11] 
While calculating the data for the main study of this manuscript, children 
presenting numerous symptoms were counted for each symptom exhibited or claimed. 
For this reason, n=1083, where n is equal to the number of symptoms presented rather 
than number of children. Figure 2, illustrates the number of symptoms presented and is 
divided by organ system. 
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Figure 2: Most Commonly Presented Symptoms by Organ System 
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Presented Symptoms 
It should be noted that literature including case studies which focused on only one 
area of symptom manifestation were included in the analysis. For this reason, the data 
may not be a representative sample of the ratio of symptoms presented in all cases of 
MSBP. 
As a recent epidemiological study in New Zealand has shown, victims of MSBP 
are often presented with one or more symptoms [6]. Of 21 cases analyzed in a New 
Zealand study, Table 6 illustrates the frequency in which one to four or more symptoms 
were presented. 
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Table 6: Frequency of Multiple Presenting Symptoms in MSBP 
No. Symptoms n (%) 
One 5 (28) 
Two 
Three 
Four or more 
Non-specific signs or symptoms 
7 (39) 
3 (17) 
1 (5) 
2 (11) 
Adapted from S.J. Denny et al. "Epidemiology of Munchausen syndrome 
by proxy in New Zealand." J. Paediatr. Child Health 37 (2001). [6] 
A similar analysis was attempted on the 658 cases discussed in this study, however, 
existing data did not allow for an adequate population sample. Much of the literature did 
not address the number of symptoms presented in each case, and therefore analysis of 
mean number of symptoms would have been skewed in this study. 
Table 7 is a breakdown of the symptoms often presented or alleged by the caregiver in 
MSBP and the organ system in which they manifest. This table was compiled by 
observing the specific symptoms addressed in the course of literature review. These 
symptoms were then grouped into the organ system for which they are attributed to. 
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Table 7: Presented Symptoms and Corresponding Organ System 
Organ System 
Psychological 
Digestive/Endocrine 
Respiratory 
Neurological 
Integumentary 
Cardiological/Circulatory 
(Table 7 continued from previous 
page) 
Infection/Sepsis 
Renal 
Presented and/or Reported Symptoms 
• PTSD 
• ADHD 
• Alliot:riphagy 
• Behavior, NOS 
• Developmental delay 
• Acidosis 
• Chronic Dehydration 
• Diabetes 
• Diarrhea 
• Hypo/hyperglycemia 
• Polyphagia 
• Vomiting 
• Ulcers 
• Mouth odor 
• Coughing 
• Asthma 
• Paralysis 
• Cerebral palsy 
• Shock 
• Seizure 
• Speech/hearing 
• Rash 
• Hair problems 
• Skin lesion 
• Anhythmia 
• Portal vein gas 
• Pulmonary stenosis 
• Bradycardia 
• Rash 
• Fever 
• Tonsillitis 
• Proteinuria 
• Urinary infection 
• Renal stones 
• Urine retention 
• Renal failure 
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Non Specific, Not Otherwise • Dizziness 
Specified • Fatigue 
• Injury 
• Lethargy 
• Pain, NOS 
• Headache 
• Cancer 
• Sweating 
Reproductive • Vaginal bleeding 
Review of the literature uncovered repeated mention of methods used by the 
caregiver to feign or induce symptoms in MSBP cases. Table 8 lists commonly utilized 
methods of inducing such symptoms as observed in the literature 
Table 8: Methods of Induction of Physical Symptoms 
Common Methods of Induction of physical symptoms 
inFDP 
Smothering or Suffocating 
Pushing fingers down the throat 
Using laxatives or other drugs 
Having the child swallow/ or injecting hazardous 
substances 
Poking with small or sharp instrument 
Disconnecting drips or N lines 
Switching patient charts 
Interfering with test samples 
Adapted from K. Jaghab et al. "Munchausen's syndrome and other factitious 
disorders in children-case series and literature review." Psychiatry (March 2006). 
[4] 
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Characteristics of the Caregiver 
It is a key component, under the condition of this abuse, that the caregiver's 
perception of desired medical intervention and the reality of the necessity for medical 
intervention are not appropriately synchronized [6]. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship 
between the perceived or perpetuated vulnerability of the child by the caretaker versus 
the actual vulnerability of the child. According to this diagram, MSBP is a Type I error 
(false positive error) of parental perception. 
Figure 3: Perceived Vulnerability vs. Actual Vulnerability 
.-----------------------~ 
True Vulnerability 
Hih tgl L ow 
Parental Perception of A B* 
Vulnerability High Chronic disease Vulnerable child 
'illness-prone' syndrome 
child Munchausen by 
proxy 
C** D 
Low Child Neglect Normal Child 
*Type I error of parental perception 
**Type II error of parental perception 
Adapted from K.K Anthony et al. "Brief report: Parental perceptions of child 
vulnerability in children with chronic illness." J. Pediatr. Psychol. 28 (2003). [12] 
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In nearly every case in the literature, the caregiver had exhibited past prior 
aberrant psychological behavior. In cases where psychological disorder is not 
substantiated, the perpetrator often fabricates a history of mental disorder and/or one or 
more forms of abuse. Table 9 illustrates the most commonly observed or alleged pre-
existing mental conditions of the perpetrator. 
Angry 
Antisocial personality disorder 
Anxiety 
· Attention deficit disorder 
Bipolar 
Borderline 
Delusional 
Dependent personality disorder 
Depressed 
Eating Disorders 
History of abuse 
Histrionic 
Hysterical 
Insecure 
etrators (as described in literature) 
Marital Problems 
Munchausen syndrome 
Narcissistic 
No empathy 
Obsessional 
Paranoia or paranoid features 
Panic attacks 
Personality disorder, NOS 
Poor relationships 
Schizo-affective 
Somatization disorder 
Substance abuse 
Thought disorder 
Adapted from M. . Sheridan. "The deceit continues: an updated literature review 
of Munchausen syndrome by proxy." Child Abuse & Neglect 27 (2003) (8] 
Due to the nature of the syndrome, it is the caregiver who perpetrates the illness 
onto the child. Of the 658 cases analyzed in the literature, the most predominant 
perpetrator was the child's biological mother. Figure 4 illustrates the epidemiology of the 
caregiver with regard to the relationship of the victim. This figure was compiled using 
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collected data from the literature review pelformed for this manuscript. The classification 
'unknown/not addressed' was used when the literature did not make a clear statement or 
address the characteristics of the caregiver. Although it has been stated in previous 
literature that the perpetrator can include anyone that has spent a significant amount of 
time caring for the victim, relationships such as babysitter, grandparents, or extended 
family were not observed in any of the analyzed cases of this study. It must also be 
disclaimed that, while the higher ratio of the biological mother as a perpetrator is a 
recurring pattern within existing literature, we must consider that percentages could be 
altered if cases of 'unknown' origin were to be discovered or addressed. 
Figure 4: Perpetrator Relationship to Victim 
Perpetrator Relationship to Victim (n=658) 
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• Biological Mother (76.29%) 
• Biological Father (4.71%) 
• Both Parents (0.45%) 
• Foster Mother (0.15%) 
• Not Addressed/Unknown 
(19.45%) 
Nomenclature 
As the main focus of this study is to provoke a change to the currently accepted 
ideology and diagnosis surrounding MSBP nomenclature, a literature review was 
performed on studies whose main focus is that of nomenclature debate. Synonymous with 
this debate is whether a diagnosis of MSBP should consider the relationship between the 
abuse of the victim and the pre-existing psychological state of the perpetrator. Some 
believe that the focus of MSBP should be that of identifying abuse and subsequent safety 
for the child, while others believe that the diagnosis should center on the perpetrator to 
uncover the root of the issue, rather than the outcome. 
Included in Table 10 are the articles which address MSPB as a diagnosis. These 
articles indicate that the use of the MSBP label as well as its synonymous terminology 
(PCF, FDP, etc.) should not be used as a clinical diagnosis [13, 14, 15, 16]. The stance of 
these articles is that there is no possible way to establish diagnostic criteria when the 
condition is a set of circumstances, and there is no level of shared predictability among its 
perpetrators. Table lOA contains articles which contend that the term MSBP, while 
appropriate in some cases, is often overused in the medical and legal community (for 
various reasons), and that the overuse of this labeling is detrimental to the family unit 
[17,18]. Table lOB describes articles which argue that the event ofMSBP is 
underreported and hesitations to label appropriate situations as MSBP may have harmful 
or even fatal outcomes for the children who are victims of the syndrome [ 19, 20]. The 
following tables were compiled using articles included in the literature review. 
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Table 10: Literature Disapproving of the Use of MSBP Label as a Mental Diagnosis 
Article Concern Remedy 
Concerns about research and Of three motives to research MSBP There is no diagnosable 
prevention strategies in Munchausen (to enhance treatment, to enhance our specific cause for MSBP. 
syndrome by proxy(MSBP) abuse understanding of the Attention should be directed to 
Fabricated or induced illness by 
carers: a complex conundrum 
Munchausen syndrome by proxy: 
problems and possibilities 
Persistent problems with the 
Munchausen syndrome by proxy 
label 
understanding somatic 
presentations that caregivers 
make on behalf of their 
psychopathology of those who carry 
out abuse, and to find interventions to 
prevent occurrence), only the first 
motive is valid. MSBP is the wrong 
kind of event to attempt to categorize children. Focus should also 
in terms of a confirmed diagnosis. 
Event is too difficult to predict or 
classify. 
UK health officials have abandoned 
the term MSBP in favor of fabricated 
or induced illness by carers (FII). 
This is a spectrum disorder and less 
severe cases have caregivers that are 
genuinely concerned with the child' s 
health but misinformed. 
Given that the psychological 
background of perpetrators of MSBP 
is so diverse, the syndrome represents 
a set of common behaviors observed 
in the caregiver rather than an 
appropriate diagnosis. MSBP is not a 
disorder that one suffers from, but 
rather, it explains a particular set of 
circumstances. 
Relabeling the antiquated term 
"MSBP" to PCF misdirects focus 
onto mistakes and misunderstandings 
while avoiding the more crucial issue 
of intentions. It is harmful to confuse 
warning signs with diagnostic signs. 
Retrospective studies focus only on 
negative outcome as opposed to, 
often seen but not reported, positive 
outcomes. Caregivers with genuine 
concern for their child are often 
attacked and endure undeserved 
struggles with the legal system. 
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center more around how the 
medical system operates. 
Instead of bringing caregivers 
to criminal trial, they should 
instead be offered social 
support and psychological care 
on their own behalf and for the 
entire family involved. Police 
should only become involved 
in the most severe cases, and 
should go on a case by case 
basis, rather than rely on a set 
of diagnostic criteria. 
The term MSBP should no 
longer be used synonymously 
with a clinical disorder, which 
erroneously leads researchers 
to attempt to define it with 
diagnostic features. Instead the 
term PCF should be used in 
legal setting, and medical 
setting should avoiding using 
any label at all to describe 
symptoms of illness that are 
suspected to be inflicted by a 
caregiver. 
When MSBP is detected, 
medical professionals should 
discuss concern directly with 
the caregiver. A diagnosis of 
MSBP does not alleviate future 
risk, and more often than not 
causes unnecessary harm to the 
child. Relabeling/redefining 
the condition should be openly 
addressed in court, 
medical literature, and in the 
next psychiatric diagnostic 
manual. 
Table lOA: Literature Contending the Overuse of MSBP as a Diagnosis 
Article Concern Remedy 
Munchausen's syndrome by Modern medicine has a Understanding historical 
proxy and Lyme disease: tendency to trivialize misogynistic roots of 
Medical misogyny or concerns made by a mother modern medicine may aid 
diagnostic nzystery? for her child. Repeated in an increase of empathy 
visits to medical settings by and desire to protect 
Munchausen syndrome by 
proxy and sudden infant 
death 
a mother with genuine genuinely concerned 
concern for her child may mothers. Repeated 
be misconstrued by a exposure to medical staff 
misogynistic health staff is not grounds for 
that she is a perpetrator of investigative procedure 
MSBP rather than a into child abuse, but 
genuinely concerned parent. should rather motivate 
This judgmental response clinicians to better 
can be detrimental to themselves at medical 
children who actually suffer investigative technique to 
from hard to diagnose in order to find what is 
afflictions such as Lyme actually wrong with the 
disease. child. 
Child abuse cases are too 
often regarded as MSBP. 
MSBP has been overly 
glamorized by the public, 
and is detracting from other 
legitimate forms of child 
abuse. MSBP label makes 
unwarranted assumptions 
regarding caregiver's 
mental state and motivation, 
and many feel the term 
should not be used at all. 
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More research is to be 
done on the causes, 
mechanisms, and 
diagnosis of all child 
abuse. Consider a sense 
of empathy in delving 
into reasons why parents 
harm their children, as 
opposed to rash 
punishment and 
imprisonment. 
Table lOB: Literature Maintaining that MSBP Diagnosis is Not Used Enough 
Article Concern Remedy 
Munchausen by Proxy The MSBP field is When cases of MSBP are 
(MBP) maltreatment: an comparatively new, and confirmed, they must be 
international educational cases often go under labeled as such to obtain 
challenge identified due to lack of an MSBP finding in 
Beyond Munchausen 
syndrome by proxy: 
Identification and treatment 
of child abuse in a medical 
setting 
public awareness and court. Policy and 
professional expertise. procedure relevant to this 
Mistakes are being made in cases should be revised 
reporting, receiving reports, and comprehensive 
investigation, and the professional training be 
reluctance to implemented. 
confirm/ disconfirm. 
MSBP is not merely a 
mental health diagnosis, but 
a severe form of child 
abuse. Poor prognosis is 
possible if the child is left at 
home with the caregiver, or 
if focus is mainly on 
caregiver and secondary to 
child. 
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Factors are identified to 
help medical staff 
recognize this from of 
child abuse in a medical 
setting. Procedural 
recommendations are 
offered for reporting 
suspected cases to child 
protective agencies. 
Discussion 
Victim & Symptom Characteristics 
The literature analysis performed by this study found that the average span of 
time between the child' s first encounter in a medical setting and a final diagnosis of 
MSBP was 21.8 months. This lapse in time may be attributed to the complexity with 
which these symptoms can manifest, the tendency of the caregiver to frequently switch 
hospitals or alter medical records, and to an extent, the reluctance of medical staff to 
accuse a caregiver of maltreatment who seems so genuinely vested in the patient's well-
being [21, 22]. The gender of the victim does not appear to be particularly targeted in 
cases where the mother was the perpetrator. Of the 503 cases found in this study to be 
perpetrated by the mother, gender was found to be evenly distributed between male and 
female children. While not enough relevant data was available on male perpetrators, the 3 
confirmed cases of father perpetrators had male victims. As is the nature of this 
syndrome, while intent cannot be universally defined, [23] the analysis of the data does 
suggest shared characteristics concerning perpetrator desideratum. Under the 
presumption that perpetrators of MSBP have a pre-existing proclivity for attention 
seeking [24] and given that population statistics show a roughly even number of male to 
female births [25] it would stand to reason that gender does not contribute to the 
caretaker's likelihood of abusing the child by means of MSBP. 
Of 658 cases (some of which were not included as age was not given) the mean 
age of the victim at diagnosis was found to be 40.2 months. While victims ranging in age 
from birth up to geriatric age have been described in the literature, the most common 
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trend is victims who are under four years old. Research has shown however, that older 
children who are victims of MSBP may even start to manifest symptoms of Factitious 
disorder in themselves [4]. Children may begin working with their caregivers to feign or 
fabricate symptoms in themselves. They may even start to believe that they are victims of 
the affliction their caregiver has imprinted onto them. Conversely, some older children 
become aware that the manipulation is a form of abuse, and actually help medical and 
legal professionals uncover the true etiology of their induced symptoms [26]. Victims of 
geriatric age may also fall victim to this type of abuse as they are often under the care of 
others for their medical care and well-being [27]. Oftentimes, the vulnerable mental state 
of these victims (due to age-related conditions such as dementia and memory loss) may 
aid a perpetrator in fabricating or inducing symptoms in the victims that they are not able 
to competently refute. 
Infants and toddlers tend to be an optimal target for abuse for two main reasons. 
Primarily, these children are unable to recount events, and therefore, cannot notify 
anyone when they are being harmed or coerced [28]. Additionally, it is surmised that the 
caretaker's desire for attention-seeking exists prior to giving birth [23]. The existence of a 
child is seen as a means of acquiring attention from medical staff and is used as a tool for 
attaining such attention. This indicates that the propensity for MSBP does not occur 
spontaneously, but rather, is present from the child's birth or even before. An interesting 
example of this is presented in the literature where a woman perpetrates MSBP while the 
infant(s) is still in utero [29, 30]. In the following depiction, we look at the aspects of this 
unique case. 
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Pregnancy Case Review 
A 24 year old woman, with a history of eating disorders, became pregnant shortly 
after marriage. During the 35th week of gestation, the woman purposefully ruptured the 
amniotic sac using her fingernail. She then gave birth to a healthy child. The woman then 
began working in the obstetrics unit of a hospital, where she gained gestational 
knowledge as well as access to the hospital's drug supply. Six months into her second 
pregnancy, the woman obtained a 20 mg prostaglandin suppository, and self-
administered. Later accounts from the woman were that the desire was to gain hospital 
care and receive medication to stop the contractions induced by the drug. However, the 
woman went into delivery and gave birth to a fetus which died immediately following 
delivery. Upon her third pregnancy, she once again self-administered prostaglandin in the 
26th week of gestation, and upon hospitalization received medication to abate the 
contractions. She later ruptured the amniotic sac with her fingernail and gave birth to a 
three pound fetus who, while survived, suffered cerebral palsy. Upon her fourth 
pregnancy, the woman administered a prostaglandin suppository at 34 weeks and gave 
birth to an infant, who, after a long bout in intensive care did survive. Her fifth and final 
pregnancy occurred after she had left the obstetrics unit. Without access to prostaglandin, 
the woman ruptured the amniotic sac with a coat hanger at 35 weeks gestation. The child 
was born alive, but displayed spastic diplopia. The woman later admitted these actions to 
a therapist. A review of her history showed that the woman had reported false claims of 
pregnancy and abuse in her teenage years. She had also reported a false claim that both of 
her parents had committed suicide while she was a teen [30]. 
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In this case, we observe a perpetrator whose desire to seek attention in a medical setting 
far outweighed any concern for her unborn children. 
In order to emphasize the gravity of this form of child abuse, a special focus is 
placed on victim morbidity. The DSM-IV-TR has devised a spectrum scale of victim 
behavior in MSBP cases. As the spectrum increases, so does the chance of fatal 
consequence for the victim. 
Table 11 Munchausen syndrome by proxy - child morbidity/outcome scale 
1 Superior functioning in a wide range of activities. 
2 Absent or minimal effect, socially and physically minimal 
involvement. No impairment in school functioning. 
3 Slight impairment in social or school functioning. 
4 Generally functioning pretty well, some difficulty in school or 
home life (i.e. frequent doctor visits). 
5 Moderate impairment with moderate difficulty at school or home 
life. 
6 Serious difficulties at school and home (i .e. unable to attend 
school regularly). 
7 Major impairment in every area of school and home life 
(I.e. unable to attend a regular school at all). 
8 Inability to function in almost all areas (i.e. immobile and unable 
to attend to self-care without help). 
9 Gross impairment with inability to communicate and physically 
incapacitated. 
10 The outcome was fatal with death of the child. 
*Adapted from Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th ed. 
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As the literature analysis has shown, of 751 individual victims of MSBP, 52 of 
these children died as a direct result of the abuse. Among the most severe symptoms were 
claims of apnea and seizures. These symptoms were induced by the caregiver through 
intentional suffocation or means of abating breathing in the child. In a study involving 
children with physiological symptoms manifesting as respiratory distress, 2 had a fatal 
outcome [27]. Both of these children were presented for chronic asthmatic episodes, 
despite any evidence of bronchial swelling or allergic reaction. A literature review 
performed by M.S. Sheridan found that, of 21 victims who died due to complications of 
MSBP, the most common symptom reported was apnea (13 cases) [8] . Table 12 is a list 
from this study of all symptoms reported by caregivers whose children later died as a 
result of the abuse. Numbers next to each symptom denote the number of times the 
symptoms were claimed, and as children are often presented with more than one 
symptom, the amount of symptoms listed here outnumber the death rate, which was 21. 
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Table 12: Symptoms Reported in Dead Victims 
Acidosis ( 1) 
Allergy (2) 
Anemia (1) 
Anorexia/feeding problems (5) 
Apnea (13) 
Asthma (2) 
Behavioral problems (1) 
Bleeding ( 4) 
Choking (1) 
Cirrhosis ( 1) 
Cyanosis (6) 
Cystinosis ( 1) 
Dehydration (4) 
Diabetes mellitus ( 1) 
Diaphoresis ( 1) 
Diarrhea (4) 
Fanconi's anemia (1) 
Fevers (4) 
Genitourinary (1) 
Hematemesis (3) 
Hyperglycemia (1) 
Hypernatremia (3) 
Hypophosphatemia ( 1) 
Hypertension (1) 
H ypernatremia ( 1) 
Hypothyroid (1) 
Infection (2) 
Ingestion ( 1) 
Injury (non-MBP) (4) 
Jaundice ( 1) 
Lethargy (3) 
Overeating ( 1) 
Pain, NOS (3) 
Pulmonary condition, NOS (1) 
Respiratory infection ( 1) 
Seizures ( 4) 
Sepsis (1) 
Thrombocytopenia ( 1) 
Vomiting (6) 
Weakness ( 1) 
Unconsciousness (1) 
Adapted from M.S. Sheridan. "The deceit continues: an updated literature review of 
Munchausen syndrome by proxy." Child Abuse & Neglect 27 (2003) [8] 
As mentioned previously, death due to suffocation by the caregiver is often an end 
result of repeated claims of apnea and seizures. Suffocation, coupled with poisoning, is 
almost exclusively responsible for the fatalities seen in cases of MSBP [31]. Death of an 
infant due to suffocation is often hard to diagnose by a medical examiner [32] and 
therefore, medical history and background must be extensively investigated. In one case 
study, a woman was not accused of causing the death of her two year old daughter until 
the victim's younger sister was presented with similar symptoms. The older daughter, 
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prior to death, was taken to an emergency room after the mother allegedly found the girl 
lifeless in her bed. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation was successful in reviving the toddler; 
however she died in intensive care 18 hours later. A medico-legal autopsy was 
performed, and no signs of upper airway obstruction or external injury were observed. 
Upon internal examination, evidence of protracted cardiopulmonary failure, brain edema 
and an emphysematic area of the lungs were observed. While the cause of death was 
uncertain, suspicion of suffocation was presented. It wasn't until the birth of her second 
child, and subsequent nine month long bout of hospitalizations, did suspicion grow 
surrounding the mother. The infant was often presented with unexplained accounts of 
bradycardia and asphyxia. She was brought before the courts and admitted to covering 
the child's nose and mouth, so she could take him to the hospital and be regarded by 
hospital staff as a loving parent. While she was charged with attempted suffocation of her 
second child, no charges were ever brought against her regarding the first child's death 
[27]. 
In the article, "Renal and urologic manifestations of pediatric condition 
falsification/Munchausen by proxy", by Kenneth W. Feldman et al, the authors present 
issues commonly faced in identifying suspicious symptoms in suspected cases of MSBP 
in a medical settings [1]. The authors also devised methods for intervening in these 
situations. Because of the main author's profession as a pediatrician specializing in 
nephrology, persistent symptoms involving the renal system are discussed. Table 13 
illustrates the authors' devised mode for issue and intervention. 
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Table 13: Urologic and renal manifestations of PCF/MBP and means of diagnosis 
Issue 
False history 
Caretaker submits abnormal urine-blood, 
protein, infection, discolored 
Hematuria 
Proteinuria 
Urinary infection 
Renal stones 
Abdominal pain 
Urine retention 
Renal failure 
Treatment failures 
Allergies or treatment intolerances 
Actively induced disease 
Falsely claimed disease 
Intervention 
Collect records 
Collect urine under direct staff supervision 
Do urinalysis 
Stain for red cell nuclei and cell shape 
Type blood in urine 
Determine percent fetal hemoglobin 
Note discolored urine, pigment may be visually 
misinterpreted as hematuria 
Urine protein electrophoresis 
Perform culture and sensitivity Ibid. 
Check blood/urine antibiotic levels 
Ibid. 
Examine microscopically 
Chemically evaluate stone 
Check with other observers of child 
Observe pain behavior 
Ibid. 
Ultrasound bladder 
Tox screen 
Monitor electrolytes, BUN, Cr 
Compare treatment response with usual 
Evaluate for presence of prescribed medicines 
Check for objective documentation or conduct 
third-party observations 
Perforrn video-survei llance 
Perforrn video-surveillance 
Implication 
Claimed problems may not be borne out by 
primary records 
Urine submitted may not be child's or may be 
child' s but was fou led after voiding 
More blood may be claimed than present 
Nucleated red cells imply contamination with 
non-human blood 
Lack of deformation of red cells suggests 
non-renal origin 
Blood type may be discrepant from child, but 
match caretaker' s 
Infants have higher levels than adults 
Albumin "too pure" Lack of IgG fragments 
and alpha 2 fraction proteins 
Identify atypical organisms for UTI 
Identify repeat poly-microbial UT!s 
UTI may be sensitive to antibiotic child is 
prescribed but not receiving 
Urine contaminated, post-void, with bacteria 
sensitive to antibiotic child is prescribed 
May identify sand or gravel contamination 
Lack of cellular sediment in urine is unusual 
with real stones 
Pain falsely reported/exaggerated 
Anatomic abnormalities may be present but 
may not cause pain 
Pain falsely claimed by controlled drug-
seeking caretakers 
Falsely claimed problem 
Surreptitious drugs may cause retention 
Detect induced renal fai lure 
Detect salt intoxication 
Pre-renal failure from induced dehydration 
Detect renal toxins 
Usually effective treatments fail to correct 
factitious illnesses 
Properly prescribed, normally efficacious 
treatments are not given by caretaker 
Falsely claimed treatment intolerance or 
allergies 
Caretaker may be caught in act of inducing 
illness 
Caretaker may claim symptoms, which are 
refuted by video-observation 
Adapted from K.W. Feldman et al. "Renal and urologic manifestations of pediatric 
condition falsification/Munchausen by proxy." Pediatr Neprol22 (2007) [1] 
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It is imperative that the etiology of symptoms presented in cases of MSBP be 
carefully and thoughtfully investigated by medical professionals. The care with which a 
perpetrator takes to ensure lies are not uncovered is extreme [32]. It is a natural tendency 
to assume that the mother's main motivation in her child's life is to act as protector [33]. 
In cases of MSBP however, the mother actually feigns or induces illness or symptoms of 
illness in her child [34]. As data analysis has shown, it is far more harmful to a child 
when these symptoms are of a physiological origin. Feigned psychological symptoms are 
generally fabricated statements made by the mother and, while this may cause mental 
anguish to the child, it holds a far less risk of physical harm. Induced symptoms of 
physiological manifestation are more dangerous to the child as the caregiver is 
manipulating the body in such a way as to produce these symptoms [11]. Furthermore, in 
an attempt to uncover the etiology of these symptoms, medical professionals are often 
required to perform invasive tests, procedures and surgical methods. One study has 
shown that out of 451 cases of MSBP physical manifestation, 57.2% of these cases led to 
invasive surgical procedures that were later found to be unnecessary, due to the 
caregiver's manipulation and/or admittance of fabrication [8]. 
In a particularly relevant case, a woman presented her young daughter with 
claims of recurrent and recalcitrant UTis. It was also reported by the mother that the child 
had dysfunctional urine voiding, despite normal renal/bladder ultrasound and VCUG 
findings. After four years of repeated hospitalizations and an inability to find a cause for 
the renal issues, a urologist created a Mitrofanoff stoma to bypass the urethra. The child 
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was placed in the home to be cared for by the mother, who claimed to administer the 
prescribed antibiotics, though frequent urine cultures showed organisms that should have 
been antibiotic sensitive. Additionally, the antibiotic was absent in serum samples. UTis 
ensued while the child was in the care of her mother, but absent whenever the child was 
under hospital care. It was later uncovered that the mother had induced UTis in the girl 
by using contaminated catheters, repeatedly contaminated the stoma, and intentionally 
failed to administer antibiotics to the child; her main motivation being that of medical 
attention seeking. Medical professionals concluded that had the child been properly cared 
for during initial treatment of the UTis, the Mitrofanoff stoma would have been 
unnecessary [1] . Failure to administer medicines with the false claim that they were, in 
fact, being administered, is a common observation throughout the literature. 
Differentiating SIDS & MSBP 
Due to some of the similarities that may arise in both suspected cases of SIDS and 
suspected cases of MSBP, medical examiners can often have difficulty differentiating 
precisely what to look for in fatality cases [32]. Table 14 illustrates a comparison of 
diagnostic criteria to consider when evaluating such cases [7, 18]. The criteria presented 
here, for a definitive diagnosis, must include all presented criterion. Table 15, as taken 
from the Ontario Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services, is a 
procedural guideline for medical examiners when investigating infant deaths [35]. 
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Table 14: Criteria for Definitive Diagnosis in SIDS and MSBP 
Criteria for Definitive Diagnosis Criteria for Definitive Diagnosis Criteria for Definitive 
Attributable to SIDS by Inclusion of MSBP Diagnosis to 
EXCLUDE MSBP 
1. A complete autopsy is 1. According medical 1. Perimorte 
performed, including record review, child m,child 
examination of the cranium was repeatedly was 
and the cranial contents, and presented for medical repeatedly 
autopsy findings are care presented 
compatible with SIDS 2. Tests/events are for 
2. There is no evidence of acute positive for medical 
or remote inflicted trauma, tampering with child, care, 
significant bone disease, or or with child's AND 
significant and contributory medical situation 2. What had 
unintentional trauma, as 3. Positivity of appeared 
judged by skeletal radiologic tests/events is not to be 
survey, postmortem credibly the result of possible 
examination, and reliable test error or falsificatio 
clinical history misinterpretation, n of 
3. Other causes and/or more of illness is 
mechanisms of death are miscommunication or wholly 
sufficiently excluded, specimen and 
including meningitis, sepsis, mishandling credibly 
aspiration, pneumonia, 4. No explanation for accounted 
myocarditis, trauma, the positive for in 
dehydration, fluid and tests/events other some 
electrolyte imbalance, than illness other way. 
significant congenital defects, falsification is These 
inborn metabolic disorders, medically possible findings 
asphyxia, drowning, burns, or AND maybe 
poisoning 5. No findings credibly observed 
4. There is no evidence of toxic exclude illness by 
exposure to alcohol, drugs, or falsification medical 
other substances AND staff or 
5. Thorough death- and/or post 
incident scene investigation mortem 
and review of the clinical by 
history reveal no other cause medical 
of death. examiner. 
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Table 15: Determining Cause & Manner in Infant Deaths 
--.-
··-·· 
Group Findings at 'Investigative Findings l Cause of Death 
1
Manner of 
1
Autopsy 
I 
on Death Death 
I 
... 
--
1 
Certificate I 
II ! Autopsy reveals a [Are variable and might include a specific fWill generally ; Classified definitive cause of !disease or injury event i reflect the based on 
i I 
I findings of the I 1 death (pneumonia, 1 1 t~e ' . I h 1 1 forensic · congemta eart 
1 
c1rcumstan 
1disease, head injury, pathologist at ces 
I 
I 
etc.) autopsy 
I e.g. Pneumonia 
... . .. ... 
. -· 
12 [No anatomic or [Negative I Sudden Infant Natural 
I 
f toxicological cause • Following the complete autopsy, Death Syndrome 
1 of death identified 
I 
review of the death scene, and I(SIDS) I 
I 
following a review of the clinical history I 
,complete autopsy • The infant was found supine (laying I I i by a forensic on back) or prone (laying on I 1 pathologist stomach) I 
: 
• There was no evidence of "sleep-
I 
I associated risk factors"* I I There may have been exposure to • I 
i 
I 
environmental tobacco smoke or in 
i 
j utero tobacco use 
.. . .... . -- .. 
3 I No anatomic or ~: Sudden I U ndetermi 
toxicological cause Presence of sleep associated risk factors Unexpected ned 
1 
of death identified such as: Death in Infancy 
I 
:following a • Bed sharing 1(SUDI) I 
I complete autopsy • Infant sleeping on surfaces not I e.g. No anatomic I 
·by a forensic intended for infant sleep such as or toxicological I !pathologist sofas, waterbeds, adult beds, child cause of death. 
,No anatomic or carriers, car seats, non-approved ,Sudden 
I i toxicological cause playpens or bassinets 1 Unexpected 
i of death identified OR Death in Infancy. 
i following a B: Sleeping in an 
i complete autopsy Findings in the investigation reveal the unsafe sleep 
1 by a forensic presence of high risk factors such as: environment. 
:pathologist • A history of violence involving (Bed sharing with I 
I children in the parents or non- two adults) I 
I parental caregivers involved at the Sudden ! 
time of death 1Unexpected 
• Prior hospital visits of the deceased 'Death in Infancy 
I with unexplained illnesses or 
(SUDI) 
i I injuries e.g. No anatomic 
• Substantive mental health histories . or toxicological 
in care giving parents or non- cause of death. 
parental caregivers Sudden 
• Domestic violence, alcohol or Unexpected 
I substance abuse in the parents or Death in Infancy. 
i non-parental caregivers 
I • The deceased or a sibling have 
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·- -·· -- . -·-
i received direct service from a Children's Aid Society I 
I 
• Concerning but non-specific I I 
I ' I investigative findings, e.g. 
: I inconsistent accounts of the 
I circumstances surrounding the death 
1The previous death of a sibling in the same 
family of parents or non-parental I 
caregivers 
-. 
I 
i4 ~ ~ o anatomic or Findings at the autopsy reveal an anatomic ; Unascertained Undetermi 
' 
' 
. toxicological cause finding that suggests non accidental injury 1(e.g. ned 
i of death identified :or abuse (e.g. unexplained healing fracture) 'Unascertained in 
i following a :but the cause of death cannot be found at a child with 
' 
:complete autopsy ! the autopsy. healing rib 
I :by a forensic • The appearance of atypical bruises fractures) 
pathologist found at autopsy which remain 
unexplained I I 
Adapted from OntariO Mm1stry of Commumty Safety and Correctional Services. 
http://www.mcscs.jus.gov.on.calenglish/Deathlnvestigations/office coroner/Publications 
andReports/PDRC/PDRC 201l.html#Pll6 11750. Accessed 10/15/2011. 
Medical & Forensic Tools 
Application of Forensic Methodology 
It is a misconception that MSBP events are only forensically relevant when the 
cases have a fatal outcome [36]. On the contrary, forensic applications can be utilized in 
many cases where the origin of a symptom or disease cannot be identified. These tools 
are integral in not only exposing fabricated symptoms, but also in uncovering valid 
origins of symptoms not easily established by traditional medical methods. An example 
of the latter is discussed in the article "Molecular pathology in forensic medicine" [37]. 
Figure 5 illustrates the applications in which forensic molecular pathology can be applied 
in forensic medicine. 
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Figure 5: Applications of Forensic Molecular Pathology 
Forensic Molecular 
Pathology 
Diseases 
-infectious 
-cardiovascular 
-metabolic 
accident/suicide 
accident/homicide 
Adapted from B. Madea et al. "Molecular pathology in forensic medicine-introduction." 
Forensic Science Intemational203 (2010). [37] 
In a case described by this article, the study of gene mutation cleared a woman of 
the accusation of MSBP. A Norwegian woman gave birth to four children over the course 
of four years, all of whom died shortly after birth. The first two infants were diagnosed 
with SIDS. The third infant was diagnosed with death due to pneumonia from aspirating 
amniotic fluid. The death of the fourth infant caused suspicions to arise that the mother 
was intentionally killing her children for medical attention\ after a bag containing DNA 
from the infant's lip print on the inside of the bag was discovered. The mother was then 
charged with the suffocation and death of this child. However, genetic testing was 
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pe1formed on the child's DNA and a previously undescribed genetic mutation was found 
on the KCNH2 gene. The KCNH2 gene is officially known as "potassium voltage-gated 
channel, subfamily H, member 2." The function of this gene is to provide information for 
making potassium channels in cardiac muscle. Known mutations of this gene may cause 
disruption in the assembly and/or function of these channels. These mutations can cause 
cardiac arrhythmias, syncope, and sudden death [38]. Although the functional 
significance of this mutated gene expression is not yet known (as of the time of 
publication of the article), the jury found it to be a sufficient reason to believe the 
possibility that her children had died due to a defective gene mutation rather than at her 
hands. She was acquitted of the charges. 
As was suggested by Feldman, it is often helpful to find the source of blood when 
a child is presented with hematuria or bloody stools [1]. This is especially important 
when the sample is brought in by the caregiver, and the expulsion of blood is not seen in 
a medical setting. This is a prime indication that the sample could have been tampered 
with prior to hospital admittance. In an effort to remedy this concern, biological and 
genetic testing can be performed on the samples. One case exampled in the literature is of 
a mother who brought her child in with complaints of hematemesis and produced a blood 
stained diaper as evidence. An endoscopy was performed on the child, which showed no 
trace of blood. To rule out MSBP suspicion, blood samples were collected from both 
mother and child, and blood group antigen profiling was performed on the blood samples 
as well as a sample from the blood stained diaper. The stains from the diaper matched the 
profile of the child, but because no orifice on the child could be identified as the source of 
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the blood, surveillance measures were implemented in the hospital room. It was then that 
a member of the medical staff witnessed the mother inflicting lesions that caused chronic 
otitis in the child [39]. 
In another example of utilizing blood typing, a woman presented her infant to the 
ER with an alleged case of hematemesis. A complete examination of the child showed no 
site or cause of bleeding. Hours later, the mother called the staff into the room, wherein 
the child had blood around its mouth and on a blanket surrounding it. A fetal hemoglobin 
(HbF) concentration test was performed on the child's blood sample as well as a sample 
of blood collected from the child's mouth. The HbF concentrations in an infant are 
comparatively elevated as compared to an adult. The HbF concentrations in the infant's 
blood were found to be 6.5%, with the sample around the infant's mouth at <0.7%. This 
proved that the blood around that child's mouth did not originate from the child, and 
suspicions of MSBP arose [40]. In the same comparative manner, restriction fragment 
length polymorphism (RFLP) testing can also be performed on control samples with 
evidence samples [37]. Comparatively, it is a relatively cheap methodology (with regard 
to more complex genetic profiling) and can offer absolute victim exclusion in cases 
where the origins of bloodstains are called into question. 
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A more psychiatric approach to determining whether suspected perpetrators of 
MSBP are falsely accused is that of applying neuroimaging to the question of guilt or 
innocence. MSBP, which relies mainly on deceit, lies, and misgivings, is a form of child 
abuse that has greatly interested the psychiatric realm. Specifically, the response 
following accusation is of the greatest interest here. If a woman who continually lies to 
harm her child admits to her abuse, then she cannot be labeled as a consistent 
pathological liar. However, if the woman denies the accusation, then she is either further 
confirming her position as a perpetual liar and perpetrator of the abuse, or she is truly 
innocent. One study proposed that, if an accused person were asked a series of questions, 
response time could indicate whether she was telling the truth. Longer response times and 
a greater activation within ventrolateral prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortices are an 
indication that the subject is being untruthful [41]. Figure 6 denotes a comparison of 
response times when the subject accused of child abuse answered questions regarding the 
abuse. Shorter response times, labeled ' truth' were exhibited when she recounted her own 
events of the incidence surrounding her child's illness. 'Lie' response times were 
exhibited when she affirmed her accuser's account of the events. 
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Figure 6: Box Plot of Response Times (in milliseconds) 
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Adapted from S.A. Spence et al. [41] 
Images of the woman's brain were also taken while she answered a series of questions 
regarding the events surrounding her child's illness. When the woman recounted her 
version of the events, there was significantly less activity in the prefrontal cortex 
compared to her endorsement of the accuser's events. (Figure 7.) While this 
methodology is still novel in its development, it could one day greatly aid in discerning 
whether accused perpetrators of MSBP are recounting truthful events, or fabricating lies 
to defend their innocence. 
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Figure 7: Accused Woman's Brain Activity During Questioning 
X's Version Accusers' Version 
'Truth' > 'Lie' 'Lie' > 'Truth' 
Adapted from S.A. Spence et. al. [41] 
Identifying Cases of Intentional Poisoning: Toxicology 
Because poisoning is one of the leading causes of death in MSBP cases, medical 
professionals should be made aware of the level of comprehension in the caregiver 
regarding toxicity. A study released in Childhood Abuse Review sent out a questionnaire 
to mothers inquiring their level of comprehension of the toxicity of paracetamol and salt. 
Salt is among the most common method of poisoning by a perpetrator of MSBP to mimic 
symptoms of disease. The purpose of the study was to assess to what degree the general 
population of mothers understood what is considered a toxic dose of each of the two 
substances [42]. It must be noted, that while this study demonstrates a compelling 
approach to that of addressing maternal comprehension of toxicity, there are limiting 
factors in this article. The study was conducted in the UK, where salt and paracetamo1 are 
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among the leading causes of over-the-counter poisonings in children. Paracetamol is an 
analgesic used in the UK but is not available in the US. Additionally, the study addressed 
only these two substances, yet existing data points to a concern toward overdose 
administrations of many over-the-counter liquid medications. 
The study found that, generally, the mothers had a competent grasp of dosage 
effects on a child. It was concluded that it is highly unlikely that a mother would 
accidently or unknowingly administer a dosage of salt or paracetamollarge enough to kill 
a child. It was also concluded that circumstances surrounding an overdose contributed to 
the likelihood of whether the administration of the compound was accidental (Table 16.) 
Table 16: Circumstances Which Contribute to Likelihood of Non-Accidental Poisoning 
An episode of poisoning is more likely to be non-accidental if: 
1. A substance has been repeatedly administered or ingested in large amounts 
2. There are other feature of failure to thrive, physical abuse, or neglect 
3. The age of the child is outside the range of 2-4 years 
4. There is a previous history of unusual presentations to hospital 
*Adapted from D .P Smith & S .R. Meadow. "Maternal understanding of the toxicity of 
substances used in non-accidental poisoning." Child Abuse Review 9 (2000). [42] 
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Toxicological analysis is cited in much of the literature as a major contribution to 
uncovering cases of MSBP. Toxicological findings in a case of two siblings found traces 
of lorazepam and temazepam in the child's stool. At five weeks of age, there had been no 
benzodiazepines prescribed to the infant, and both children were removed from the 
parents' care. In another case involving two siblings, the older child died with a finding 
of cause of death: unknown. The younger child was presented to the hospital with similar 
neurological symptoms and a toxicological analysis of her urine sample was positive for. 
clozapine. The deceased child's body was then exhumed and analysis of hair samples was 
also positive for clozapine [26]. 
Among cases of intentional poisoning, benzodiazepines are a popular drug of 
choice. Because the drug acts as a nervous system depressant, it often elicits symptoms 
desired by the perpetrator, such as bradycardia, somnolence, and shallow breathing, 
which the perpetrator then presents as symptoms of other conditions. Working together 
(forensic and medical professionals) to find the root origin of disease is an integral 
proponent of discovering the true cause of the child's death (Figure 8.) 
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Figure 8: Professional Collaboration During Autopsy 
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Examining the Caregiver 
Profiling or Trend Recognition? 
Not many will argue that the act of profiling, such as in racial or criminal 
profiling, is a fallacious behavior. Even when the intent is to prevent and/or predict an 
undesired event, the by-product of profiling is unwarranted prejudice against a group of 
people. However, population statistics exist for a valid reason, which is to uncover trends 
and patterns in a population. Some authors make the claim that it is unfair to target a 
mother as the primary perpetrator of this illness. One article claims that it is due to a 
misogynistic medical community that MSBP is misconstrued with relevant motherly 
concern for a child [17]. While it cannot be argued to any degree of certainty that a 
tendency toward this type of sexism does not exist, the statistics collected regarding the 
perpetrator of MSBP cannot be argued with either. The literature review performed in 
this manuscript found that, of 658 cases, the biological mother was the perpetrator of 
induced illness in over 76% of them. A study performed by Rosenberg found that, in 201 
cases, 98% of the perpetrators were the birth mother [7]. Rationally, we can explain this 
trend with sociological reasoning. In most societies, the mother holds the primary role of 
caretaker to her children. While gender roles have been evolving rapidly over the last five 
decades, it is still primarily the mother who acts as primary caretaker by a large scale 
degree [43]. Because the essential component of MSBP is a victim, persons that do not 
assume a role of primary caretaker cannot, by definition, be a perpetrator of this 
syndrome. It is not a supported claim that a father or other member of the family cannot 
be a perpetrator of abuse, but it cannot be denied that is observed far less in existing data. 
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While one must be careful not to cross over into the fallacious behavior of 
'profiling', it is important to observe significant trends in the data. What we are 
attempting to do is not encourage profiling, but rather, to deduce, through comprehensive 
analysis, the causation behind significant trends. For example, one study of PCF found 
that 30% of perpetrators of MSBP cases were employed in a paramedical setting or had 
some sort of medical training [8]. Again, it would be bias to assume as a medical 
professional, that women trained in a medical setting who bring their children into the 
ER, are more likely to be perpetrators of MSBP. However, if one were to learn 
information regarding the perpetrator's employment after suspicion arises, it would be a 
possible explanation for the mother's extensive knowledge of the medical field and grasp 
of medical terminology. When we look at core characteristics of this syndrome, a major 
component is the desire to seek attention and acceptance within a medical setting, to form 
close bonds with medical staff, and, to a lesser extent, encourage invasive and lengthy 
medical procedures on the child. As mentioned previously in the pregnancy case review, 
a woman used her position in the medical field to gain access to drugs which she knew 
would induce labor [30]. 
The average age span of the perpetrator, according to Sheridan's study is 20-39 
[8]. Once again, this coincides with the characteristics of MSBP, as perpetrators are 
primarily parents (mother), and this age range contains the majority of child bearing years 
in a human life span. 
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What we know regarding the demographics of the perpetrator is fairly well 
established, through the implementation of MSBP databases and retrospective literary 
research. Because the recognition of the syndrome itself is so new however, what we 
have uncovered could be minimal in comparison to the entire scope of the disease. In an 
attempt to avoid crossing over into the realm of psychiatric diagnosis, which as of yet, 
also has no criteria for diagnosis, many studies look at common features surrounding 
confirmed cases. These features are not meant to be used as confirmation, but rather as 
red flag indicators in conjunction with other factors, such as physiological findings in the 
victim. 
Behavioral features of the perpetrators tend to include the following: dramatic or 
atypical presentation, a close attachment to the child's hospital bedside, a welcoming 
attitude to the idea of invasive or lengthy diagnostic tests on the child, an apparent desire 
to form close or affectionate bonds with medical staff, an explosive nature when 
confronted with suspicion as to the origin of symptoms [19, 21, 23, 30, 33, 44]. It is 
important to emphasize that these behaviors alone do not indicate MSBP, but are to be 
seen more as a contributing facet along with other evidence of the abuse. 
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In the following list, compiled through the review of the literature, are features that 
may not contribute to identifying a perpetrator but were observed at high enough rates to 
note. 
• 73% of perpetrators were married 
o Of perpetrators who were married mothers, many claimed that the 
husband was neglectful and emotionally removed from the maiTiage. 
o Over 30% of these women claimed to be "unsatisfied in marriage" 
• 11.1% admitted to the abuse when confronted 
• Many had an existing history of attention seeking prior to having children 
From a legal standpoint, in comparison with confirmed cases, perpetrators 
rarely face criminal punishment. Sheridan's study found that only 5.1 % of 
perpetrators accused of the abuse were actually charged [8]. A study in Japan found 
that most cases (81.3%) were confirmed either by direct evidence or culmination of 
suspicions in a hospital setting. Most cases (not including fatality cases) resulted in 
the loss of custody of the child without criminal charges [11] . 
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Significance of Sibling Victims 
Some authors argue that because MSBP is not a psychological diagnosis, 
the likelihood of repeat offenders cannot be addressed. A view opposing the 
'labeling' of a mother perpetrator, states that cases of MSBP are too random to 
classify with any diagnostic criteria or predictors [9]. Evidence refuting this view can 
be found in the numerous documented cases of sibling victims. The data collected 
from the literature review in this manuscript found that 230 (34.95%) of the 658 cases 
had victims with one or more siblings who were also victims of the abuse. Sheridan's 
study found that, of 451 victims, 210 had siblings. One hundred thirty (61.3%) of 
these siblings had symptoms synonymous with that of the victim or other symptoms 
of suspicious origin [8]. Another case study involved three children, all of whom 
were siblings. It wasn't until the death of the older two siblings and subsequent 
presentation of similar illness in the third child that the mother was investigated. The 
mother admitted to injecting all three of her children with insulin to invoke symptoms 
of illness [22]. Another study showed that, of 34 victimized children, 31 had siblings, 
all of whom were also abused in a similar manner [6]. A study performed by Feldman 
et al. found that, of 71 children, 62 had siblings who were either confirmed victims of 
MSBP or presented symptoms of suspicious or unknown origin [1] . Four additional 
articles made mention of cases in which siblings of victims were also victims of 
MSBP abuse [4, 26, 28, 31]. What this data indicates is that the abuse generated by 
MSBP is not merely a random or isolated event. Its cause is not a result of the 
perpetrator's resentment or anger with the child, as is sometimes the case in battered 
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child syndrome. What resonates most in observing multiple sibling victims is that 
there is a fundamental , inherent reason for why the perpetrator is compelled to abuse 
their children in this way. MSBP may not occur in a traditionally predictable manner. 
It can be said however, with a degree of confidence, that predicting the propensity for 
recurrent episodes of this type of abuse by a perpetrator is possible. 
Perpetrator Psychology & Associated Nomenclature 
As with the issue of classifying the type of people who perpetrate MSBP, we face 
the same issue when addressing the psychological state of the caregiver. To reiterate, 
there is no universally accepted diagnostic criteria for Munchausen's syndrome by proxy, 
and many believe it to be an outdated reference. While the DSM-IV-TR does contain a 
section on PCF and FDP, there are also issues with both of these diagnoses. A diagnosis 
of PCF is a diagnosis of the event of abuse rather than an inference to the mental state of 
the caregiver. A diagnosis of FDP, which is a poorly defined appendix to a diagnosis of 
FD (contained in the section entitled 'Factitious Disorder, Not Otherwise Specified') [3]. 
While criteria are presented in the DSM-IV-TR for FDP, it is an undesirable diagnosis as 
its focus rests primarily on the caregiver and does not address the state or condition of the 
victim, which can often impede the ability of the courts to remove the victim to safety. 
It is on the topic of perpetrator psychosis, which is inherently related to desired 
nomenclature, that much controversy exists in the literature. Some existing literature 
claims that there is no concrete relationship between the mental history of the perpetrator 
and the occurrence of MSBP. They argue that the MSBP label is used indiscriminately 
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and offers an unwarranted allusion to the perpetrator's mental status. V.T. Sherr contends 
that profiling is used as a shortcut to an often inaccurate diagnosis. In her study, (Lyme 
disease), she claims that authorities make lists of warning signs that are non-specific and 
vague. They then use these weakly constructed profiles to target mothers in a genuine 
state of frenzy over their sick child, instead of rei ying on factual medical data [ 17]. Yet 
another study claims that there is no relevant data to suggest that any type of mental 
history is an indication or factor in committing MSBP abuse. It is rather, an isolated event 
influenced or even triggered only by the perpetrator's present circumstance [16]. 
Other authors claim that, while a clear relationship has not yet been established, it 
is still imperative that the psychological history as well as possible motivations of the 
perpetrator is studied. Existing cases are scrutinized for indication of motivation behind 
the perpetrators' actions and theories are constructed to possibly explain such behavior. 
This is an area of study more commonly reported in psychiatric journals. One such 
journal, The British Journal of Psychiatry, printed an article in 2005 suggesting that 
mothers with MSBP have shown attachment representations [33]. Another article focused 
on the influence of transference and countertransference in perpetrators of MSBP [32]. 
An interesting article, published in Medical Hypothesis, proposed that MSBP may be a 
natural evolutionary component of the maternal investment theory [43]. 
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Still, other articles claim that the mental state and intent of the perpetrator is 
irrelevant, and the victim abuse at hand, should be the only focus . Some report that it is a 
waste of time and resources to address the discriminant features of the perpetrator. 
Research should instead be centralized around the recognizance and identification of 
substantive physical evidence of abuse in the victim. 
For other specific examples of arguments regarding the use of the MSBP label 
and related nomenclature, refer to Tables 10-lOB. 
Proposition for Change 
Roger W. Byard, author of "Munchausen syndrome by proxy": problems and 
possibilities states, 
The reality is that no one suffers from 
MSBP, as it refers to a particular set of 
circumstances rather than a diagnosis. If 
this is accepted then it can be seen why 
problems have arisen when the term has 
been used synonymously with a clinical 
disorder as this has led to attempts to seek 
defining diagnostic features. 
[15] 
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This author has essentially summarized the core issue regarding the use of MSBP 
as a label for diagnosis. The term is antiquated and holds no real respective value in the 
psychiatric, legal, or forensic realm. By adopting one, universally defined and accepted 
term for this type of abuse, we are alleviating numerous issues surrounding the topic. It is 
proposed, based on evaluation of existing research, that the term 'factitious disorder by 
proxy' (FDP) be permanently adopted. Professional literature will no longer use the terms 
MSBP, FDP, and PCF interchangeably. Under this enactment, FDP will be used as a 
diagnosis of both events of abuse and perpetrator. Therefore, it will be necessary that the 
DSM-IV-TR re-evaluate the criterion for FDP to include diagnostic criteria for both. 
FDP is a mental disorder of its own standing. It should not be required that past 
mental conditions be a pre-requisite for diagnosis. Additionally, the presentation of this 
disorder is only evidenced when the perpetrator has a victim with which to exhibit 
behavioral criteria. Therefore, under this definition, the victim is considered a vessel by 
which the symptoms of this disorder physically manifest. The combination of the person 
afflicted with the disorder, coupled with a vessel (victim) for which to inflict abuse is a 
visible demonstration of the disorder. Because the interaction between the perpetrator and 
victim are a necessary component to evoke physical evidence of the disorder, this 
interaction is termed an 'event' And because such an event is also a compulsory aspect of 
the disorder, a diagnosis of FDP will extend to diagnose not only the perpetrator, but the 
demonstration (event) of the abuse as well. Additionally, based on evidence of abuse 
found in the literature, it is purposed that the DSM-IV-TR reformat the symptoms of 
abuse to include the act of intentionally aggravating or exacerbating symptoms of a 
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confirmed pre-existing illness. It is viewed by this study as a necessary revision, as this 
action could be otherwise misdiagnosed as a resultant of neglect. Under this revision, the 
evidence of symptom manifestation will include: 
1. Fabricating/falsely reporting claims of symptoms in the victim that are not 
observed in a medical setting (such as claiming a child has behavioral 
issues). 
2. Physically inducing symptoms which present themselves as an illness of 
unknown origin (such as manually gagging a child to induce vomiting). 
3. Intentionally exacerbating or aggravating a pre-existing illness in the 
victim (such as with Infant X, who was purposefully put in situations that 
evoked hypothermia due to a pre-existing heart condition.) 
Conclusion 
Plan of Attack & Prospective Outcome 
Psychiatric Realm 
In carrying out the plan of adoption/revision to PDP, the proposal would need to 
be addressed directly to a Work Group of the DSM revision committee. Criteria for 
changes include literature reviews, data reanalysis, and field trials. Regarding criteria for 
change, the DSM-IV-TR has stated that, in order to revise or include a new diagnosis, 
research must have established that the diagnosis should be included rather than to 
stimulate research on the proposed topic. This requirement posits that, in order for the 
proposed name change to be adopted, additional research relevant to this study must be 
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performed [3]. Therefore, it is a recommendation by this study that additional studies be 
carried out focused around the proposed hypothesis of the current study. As it is 
explained by the DSM-IV-TR, Not Otherwise Specified (which FDP currently falls 
under) categories are designed for classifications of diagnoses that are at the boundary of 
a specific categorical definition (in this case Factitious Disorder.) It would be a goal then, 
to fully develop FDP, through extensive research, enough to remove it from the umbrella 
of a NOS classification. 
Medico/Legal/Forensic Realm 
Should the adoption of this new terminology come to fruition, the legal and 
forensic community would benefit greatly. Due to the complex nature of the abuse, any 
clarification on the topic greatly aids in the effort to further understand etiology. 
Clarification of diagnostic criteria would facilitate communication between the medical, 
forensic and legal system; from properly identifying, to reporting, and abating the abuse 
of the victim. 
Future Planning 
Rehabilitation: is it Possible? 
Treatment and rehabilitation should be a secondary priority to that of removing 
the victim of abuse from imminent danger. Current treatment for factitious disorder is 
generally long term psychotherapy to help uncover the motivation behind excessive 
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attention-seeldng and subsequent disregard for the care of their child. A major goal of 
treatment is to help the perpetrator of FDP understand the difference between their own 
needs and that of their child [23]. Additionally, treatment emphasizes the development of 
understanding how their actions have hurt their children [14]. While the degree of FDP 
manifestation can vary, it is imperative to recognize that, despite the willingness of the 
perpetrator to seek or receive therapy, it still may be in the child's best interest to 
permanently leave the home. Additionally, it is a real possibility, that even with 
treatment, the perpetrator may never be 'cured' of the desire for attention seeking. 
Instances have been documented in the literature, where a child was returned to the 
mother's care after she received treatment, only to once again become a victim of FDP 
abuse [6]. While the most conservative approach may to address the issue on a case by 
case basis, it is imperative to ensure the victim's continued safety first and foremost. 
The Need for a Better Understanding 
In order to decrease the mortality rate of children exposed to this abuse, steps 
need to be taken at all levels of those involved, from the health care profession to the 
forensic and legal system. Physicians need to be made aware of the telltale signs 
determined through retrospective study analysis and further investigation into forensic 
applications need to be performed. Courts need to be made aware that this complex 
disease is indeed, not a by-product of a misogynistic culture, but rather a well-
documented and deadly form of child abuse. Most importantly, due to the deceptive 
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nature of this abuse, direct evidence needs to be made more available, including the 
availability of surveillance cameras in hospital rooms of suspected victims of MSBP [9]. 
Finally, we need to recognize that labeling this disease does not create unnecessary 
stigma if done properly and intelligently. 
The adoption of a term recognized as a mental disorder by the DSM-N-TR would 
de-convolute the issue of nomenclature, and allow studies to focus more on the strategic 
prevention of this abuse. PDP is a real thing, perpetrated by people who, in fact, have 
much in common. Mainly, it is the desire to satisfy internal needs which supersede the 
needs and safety of their own children [8]. It is our prerogative, rather, our obligation to 
see that these children are not raised by perpetrators of this abuse. While it may take a 
village to raise a child, it is the responsibility of society as a whole to ensure that its 
children are shielded from harm, particularly at the hands of those who should be 
protecting them most. The first step in this battle is giving a proper name to the demon 
we' re up against. 
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